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The Fascinating, Delicate Artform of Harp Gilding

Gilding, the process of applying gold to a surface for aesthetic purposes, dates back

thousands of years to Ancient Egypt and is still used today. For modern craftsmen, it remains as the

time-consuming and strenuous job of applying the thinnest gold leaves to many di�erent sculptures

and objects, including harps. Jewelle E. Hicks details this process in his article “All that Glitters:

The Wonders of Gilding,” in which the entirety of the gilding process for a lavish and luxurious

gold-gilded harp is documented.

Hicks starts by going over the process of obtaining gold leaf, which uses a high-karat gold

alloy to allow it to be beaten into thin leaves 2-4 microns thick. He goes on to mention the multiple

types of gilding: oil and water gilding. While an oil �nish is easier to apply, harp gilders perform

water gilding instead to ensure a high-quality luster with a light, metallic sheen. Hicks describes

water gilding in a few steps: �rst, prepare the harp surface with 5-7 layers of sanding and yellow clay

before a thin layer of blue clay and rabbit-skin glue to hold the several thin gold leaf layers that are

applied. This is done using the static electricity each craftsman generates by rubbing their

squirrel-hair brush against their cheek or hair. Without the �ne touch of the hair brush, the gold

leaf would simply crumble under any craftsman’s touch.

Hicks goes on to mention that the lifespan of the harp after its gilding is mainly dependent

on the care during and after use. The few dedicated craftsmen that gild harps at various production

facilities can spend up to 300 hours on a single harp; for further reference, out of the nearly 1200

harps that Lyon and Healy produce each year, only 24 are gilded. The hard work and dedication by

each craftsman to ensure the works of art are of the highest quality allow for beautiful, rare

instruments that will be cherished for years to come.

Reading Hick’s article gives me the same feeling I get when I see a talented woodworker at a

lathe or a skilled blacksmith at the forge: I always feel immense respect and admiration for those

willing to dedicate their lives to perfecting their craft and making hand-made goods of the highest

quality. I am not sure what exactly it is, but I will always have a place in my heart for being handy,

even though I cannot say I am. Whether I was helping my dad with the electrical work in our new

house or learning to lay down wood-laminate �ooring, I will always appreciate the skills I learned
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and respect those who have years of experience doing the tough jobs most are not willing to do.

Learning about the painstaking process of harp gilding and the pride the skilled harp gilders feel

when one of their works is completed makes me ruminate on all the things I take for granted that I

could not make or do myself; could I �x my car if it broke down? How well do I know my own

personal computer? How much better a cook could I be? How many basic things do I owe myself to

learn that I have not taken time for yet? Pondering these questions makes me not sad, but hopeful,

as I know I have that much more to learn from life. It is stories like those of the hard-working harp

gilders, spending each and every day passionate and dedicated to their craft so that others may enjoy

gorgeous sounds from some of the best harps money can buy, that encourage me to be the best

version of myself and to never take for granted the things I own that others make and maintain.

In a much more direct connection, Hick’s article gave me a greater appreciation for the harp

with which I practice. As a college student just starting to learn the harp, having a full-size concert

pedal harp to practice with is incredibly fortunate. I am and always will be full of thanks and

happiness for the opportunity to use one. Furthermore, fully understanding the rigors harp

craftsmen go through in order to produce the brilliant works that are gilded harps allows me to see

an even greater value in playing the instrument. By continuing a tradition passed down and

perfected through many generations, modern-day harp gilders must feel great joy when their

instruments produce the calming, angelic sounds unique to the harp. Even though the harp I play is

not gilded, knowing that the instrument I play was made by several of these elite craftsmen who

put their all into creating a perfect instrument encourages me to perform to the best of my abilities

and to create gorgeous music with a tone and timbre that cannot be heard anywhere else but the

concert harp.


